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The differential cross sections for scattering and photoproduction of gravitons by electrons are calculated in the Born approximation. A technique is developed which is necessary for determining on the basis of the pole graphs the contact diagram of an arbitrary
process involving gravitons with an accuracy to terms linear with respect to the graviton
momentum. The method is applied to the process under consideration. Low energy
theorems for the reactions are .discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION
The scattering of a graviton by an electron and the
transformation of a photon into a graviton when it collides with an electron (graviton photoproduction) were
considered within the framework of the usual scheme of
quantization of the gravitational field [1] in the lowest
(Born) approximation in K, where K = v'161TG and G is the
gravitational constant. Mironovskir [2J has discussed
the photoproduction of a graviton on an electron, but the
expression he gave for the cross section does not agree
with the formula obtained by us. The t-channels of the
considered processes constitute annihilation of an electron-positron pair into two gravitons and into a graviton
and photon. The Born approximation for the last two reactions was calculated earlier by Vladimirov [3J. We
note that in [2 ,3J they used a different procedure for expanding the Lagrangian density in powers of K. 1) However, as was verified by us, both procedures lead to
identical expressions for the matrix elements. An
analogous statement was made in[4] for the scattering of
a graviton by a scalar particle. The formulas obtained
by us for the cross section, after going over to the
t-channel, did not coincide with the analoguos results of
Vladimirov.
In a number of papers, the condition of gauge invar-

iance and certain assumptions concerning the analytic
properties of the amplitude of a process in which a
graviton takes part were used to prove the corresponding low-energy theorems. Jackiw [5J has discussed the
low-energy theorem for the scattering of a graviton by a
scalar particle and has shown that the result obtained by
this approach is equivalent to the low-energy theorem
proved with the aid of dispersion methods. Zakharov
and Kobzarev [6J considered the radiation of a graviton
upon collision of n particles with spins 0, 1/2, and k,
where k is an arbitrary integer. It was shown that the
gauge invariance makes it possible to reconstruct the
amplitude of the process accurate to terms linear in the
graviton momentum. In the present paper, the low energy theorems for the gravitational Compton effect and
for the production of a graviton on an electron are discussed from this point of view.
We list briefly the necessary definitions and symbols2 ). The scattering matrix S is connected with the invariant amplitude of the process A by the relation

(2n)'IlCE

PI- ~p,)

states. In the case when a graviton takes part in the
process, the amplitude A can be rewritten in the form
(1)

depending on whether the graviton is absorbed or emitted in this reaction. Here hmn(q) (hik(q')) is the polarization tensor of the entering (emerging) graviton with
momentum qm (qi), having the following properties:
hmn(q) =hnm(q),

hmn(q)qn=o,

hmm(q) =0,

hmn(q)hm;(q) = 1

(hl'nn(q) is the complex conjugate of the tensor hmn(q»,
hmn(q) determines the deviation of hmn(x) of the metric
tensor gmn(x) from the flat tensor
gmn(X) = limn + xhmn(x)

(2)

(where 0mn is the Feynman o-symbol), in accord with
the expression
honn(X)=l'Z\'1(aqe,(qX'hmn(q) 1 +a/e-'(qx'hm:(q) 1 ).'

k..l
q

1'2qo

l'2qo

(3)

We shall henceforth use only the chiral polarization tensor h~n(q). It is convenient here to introduce in its
place the isotropic vector Em [7]:
(4)

The tensor Amn (1) (as well as Aik) is symmetrical and,
by virtue of gauge invariance of the amplitude A, it is
transverse [8J :
(5)
In all the expressions where the expansion (2) is used,
we use the Feynman summation rule, whereas in the
general-covariant expressions we use the ordinary rule.
The tensor index following the comma denotes the partial derivative, and that following a semicolon denotes
the covariant derivative with respect to the corresponding variable xi.

The plan of the paper is as follows. The Born approximation for the scattering of a graviton by an electron is calculated in Sec. 2. Similar calculations are
carried out in Sec. 3 for the photoproduction of a graviton. In Sec. 4 we verify the transversality of the amplitudes obtained in Secs. 2 and 3, and in Sec. 5 we discuss
the low-energy theorems for the considered processes.
2, GRAVITATIONAL COMPTON EFFECT

where PJ and Pi are the momenta of the final and initial

The Lagrangian density of the interaction of the electron with the gravitational field is equal, as always, to
the sum of two terms: the Lagrangian density 2'g of the
gravitational field, and the density 2'e of the generalcovariant Lagrangian of the electron [9J :
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S = 1 + i _ _ _-'-I _ _-'--_A,

II

(2poI) 'I.

II

(2p,,) 'f,
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(
-~

r
P,,,,=P,+P,,

P, = x-'l'-gg'·(r,.'r'm m

_

rHmr. m'),

(6)
AI: I =

P. =1'-g['/,i(;P1'V--;1jl- ;pV'l'1jl) - m;P1jl).

Here g = detllgikIi ; yi = A~a) y(a), where A{a) is a certain
reference, and y(a) are ordinary Dirac matrices;
v;,~ = Ijl" - f,1jl;

where

+ ;pr"

;pv, =;p"

r i = Y4y(a)y(b)Ata,);iA(b)k' For our purposes it

is convenient to choose the reference in such a way that
it is uniquely connected with the metric tensor. This can

be done as in [10], and the result is
the square root being taken to mean in the matrix sense.
of

Substituting further (2) in (6) and expanding in powers
we have

'/ 2x'(e,e,) u(p,)

- '/,q, (e,E,) + 1/';';"q,)u(p,),

!t:'.' = -'I, (2hu., ,hil, h

-

It is most convenient to calculate the cross section
with the aid of helicity amplitudes. To construct them,
we consider the two vectors 3):
E,,= [(u-s) (q, +q,),
- t(p,

+ x'P,'+ ... ,

+ h .., ,h j" m -

8

u = (p, - q,)'.

hjh, mha, n),

For the Lagrangian density of the electron we have
analogously
P. = P.' + xP/ + x'P.' +,."
P.' = '/,i(;Pl(.)1Jl" - iji, ;1(i)1jl) - miji1Jl,
P,' = '/,hP,' - '/.ih., (;P1(,)1Jl, • -;p, .1 (,)1jl) ,

(8)

'I, (h' - 2h"hu.)P,' + '/ 16i(3hu.h., - 2hh.,)

+ '/16i (h;kh",. -

(11)

= (p, +q,)',

Eli and E2i have the following properties 4) [11] :
(E .. e.) =6•••
(E., P.) = - «su - m') It) ''',

= hiko ik.

x (;Pl(,)Ijl,. - iji, ·1 (,)1jl)

m'»)"',

2£i,jklPtjQ2kQll

t = (p, - p,)' 00= (q,- q,)',

(7)

£P~ is a certain polynomial of fourth degree in hik' and

Po' =

=

I [t(su - m') P';

2h, ,ha, , + h, .h" - h,., ,h.. , ,),

+ 6•• 6 mnh j,) (2h. m , jh,o,. - 2hjh, ,hmo,'

h

+ p,),) I 2[t(su 821

P,' = '/,[ (h mn - '/,6 mnh)6 ..6 j, + 6mJi"h"

h"h.. , ');P1(,)1Jl

(E" P.)

=

0,

(e .. g.)

=

0

(/!, " = 1, 2).

The last equation enables us tq construct from Eli and
E2i the polarization vectors Et' for both the initial and
the final graviton. We note, however, that Eli is symmetrical and E2i is antisymmetrical relative to permutation
of the momenta q li and q2i' Therefore, if we define the
polarization vectors for the initial graviton by the equation
(12)

+ '/"i(h"hbi, a - hbihd, ,)iji1(,)1(b)1(,)1jl,

then the analogous vectors for the final gravitons are 5 ):

where y(O) = Y(O), y(QI) = -Y(QI) (QI = 1, 2, 3).

(13)

The scattering matrix can be represented in the form
We introduce the notation

S=TexP[iS P,nt(x)dx] ,

1 .
mt
s+_ (g" g" p,) = (su _ m') (s ~ m') (u _ m') u (p,) [ (su - m')

and that part of the S matrix which is responsible for
the process considered by us is equal to
S'=·ix' Sdx[:P,'(x):
- '/2X'1

+ :P.'(x):)

-+- 2i(q, + m)eijktl(i)Pug"g,,)u(p,),
(9)

Jdxdy[ :P,' (x): + :P.'(x) :)[:P,' (y): + :P.'(y) :).

s-m

1
')(

A

u-m

') u(p,)[(s-u)g,+tm-2iE'iA,l(ilPt;g"q,,)u(p,).

We then have for the helicity amplitudes of the gravitonelectron scattering
m'
A:_ = x'TS+-(g"
g"p,),

(10)

in accordance with the three types of diagrams I, n, and
ill (see Fig. 1), which they represent:

- x

Ii(P')~'[ (E,.P,)-~q2~;]U(p,)
2

, (E,p,) (e,p,)
[
1 A A] A
2 (p,y,)
Ii (p,) (e2:p,) + 2 e,q, s,u (p,),

Au' = 2 (;~2) Ii (p,) {

q, (e,e,)' (p,q,) -

(e,e;')

[~

(lOa)

,
, (su- m')
A+-r=-x
4t
s++(g"g"p,),

+-

X

(su-m')'
[2(su-m')-t')
8t'(s-m')'(u-m')' .
,

(16)

't'

IA:+I'=x' 8( s-m ~'( u-m')' (2m'-t).

+(e,q,) (E"'P,»+~, (e,'q,) (p,q,) + ~,'(f,q2) (p,q,»)
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(15)

We confine ourselves to the scattering of only unpolarized particles. Therefore in the calculation of
JA~_J2 and JA':+12 we average over the initial electron
polarizations and sum over the final ones. As a result
we get
lA' 12= '

«E,'q,) (e,p,)

(14)

S++ (g" g" p,)
(

Applying Wick's theorem to (9), we obtain the amplitude for the scattering of a graviton by an electron in
the form

AI'=x2 (E,p,) (E2'P,)
2 (p,q,)

(lOc)

where Elm E1n and q 1m are the initial polarization and
momentum of the graviton, Elh E2k and q2i are the final
polarization and the momentum of the graviton, p li and
P2i are the initial and final momenta of the electron.
The amplitude AC is gauge-invariant; a proof of this
statement is given in Sec. 4.

K,

P,=P,'+ xP,'

[2;, (E2'P,) +;, (E2'q,) + E,. (E,p,)

+[~, (e,q,) -+- ~,. (e,q,) ) [ (E,p,) (E,q,) + (f,q,) (e,'p,) )

In accordance with the general rules (see [11]), the dif-
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FIG. I. Gravitational Compton effect on an electron. The dashed line
represents the graviton.

=

dt

16n (s-m')'

G'm'
dO"=-2- do ,

++.

final graviton polarization and averaged over the initial
ones. Substituting here (16), we obtain ultimately

do" =

do'

(17)

dt

=-12'13" t'(s-m')'(u-m')'

{(su- m')'[2(su- m')-t']+m't'(2m'-t)}

.

Let us express, finally, this cross section in the laboratory system (PI = (m, 0, 0, 0»

[m'(ctg'~COs'.!.+sin'~')

G'do
.
[1+oo,(1-cos\})/ml'

+ 2moo, (ctg'

~ cos' ~

2

2

2

~) + 200,' (cos' ~ + sin' ~ ) ],

+ sin'

where J. is the graviton scattering angle and
energy of the initial graviton.
At low energies of the initial graviton
(18) goes over into the expression
do'

=

1'}

G'm' ( ctg' -

2

1'}

cos' -

2

WI

WI ~

(18)

is the

where expression (19) coincides with the nonrelativistic
formula for the cross section for the scattering of a
graviton by a scalar particle. Westervelt [12J derived
(19) classically, assuming that the scattering of the
graviton is the result of the deviation of the isotropic
geodesics in the field of an immobile pointlike mass.
At high initial-graviton energies (WI» m), fairly
simple expressions are obtained in two limiting cases:
do'=G'm'

do
sin' (1'}12)

G'm' m (
1'} )
d o ' = - - - 1+ctg'- do,
4 Wi
2

(20)
1'}»

1FT;:
V-'

(25)

P

e»~.

4'" p' sin' 0(1 + cos' 6) do,

(26)

p

3. GRAVITON PHOTOPRODUCTION
For the photoproduction of a graviton we have
9:'int =9:', + 9:', + P.(A),

where i"g is the Lagrangian density of the gravitational
field (6),
2'.(A)

=

(27)

l'-g{'/,i[ijiyi(Vt - ieAi)1jJ - iji(Vi + ieA<)yi1jJ] - mijit},

and 2'y is the density of the Lagrangian of the electromagnetic field in Riemann space:

Y~

(19)

m

6<-,

G'

p,=-~g

m, Eq.

)
+ sin' -1'}2
do
'

(24)

v

In the relativistic approximation, just as for electrongraviton scattering, we confine ourselves to only two
limiting cases:

(lA' I'+IA' I')
+-

(23)

G'm' do
da"=---

In this expression, we have already summed over the

=

= (p_ - q,)',

where e is the angle between p_ and (b, p = Ip-I, and E is
the energy of one of the gravitons. Comparing (23) with
the corresponding Vladimirov formula, we see that they
do not agree. In the nonrelativistic approximation
(p = mv ~ m) we have
4

ferential cross section is expressed in terms of the
moduli of the helicity amplitudes in accordance with the
formula

do'

u

do" = G' do _m_'-,-(e_2_+...:p_'),-+~p'-:-s--,in_'-:-6..;..(e_'_+-:-:-m_'+-.:..P_'c_o_s'_6.:....)
4 ep
(m' + p' sin' 6)'
'

Y

A

x'

= (p_ + p+)' = (q, + q,)',

where P-i and p+ i are the momenta of the electron and
pOSitron, while qii and q2i are the momenta of the outgoing gravitons. To compare the obtained expression
for the cross section (22) with the analogous result of[3],
we change over to the c.m.s., in which the annihilation
cross section is expressed, We obtain

~

do"

t

/

/

F
g>IF"jt_

(28)

iJ

Since the graviton photoproduction in the Born approximation is an effect of first order in K, it suffices to take
into account in 2'int terms up to those linear in K inclusive, We have
2,(A)

=

P,' + eijiY('l1jJA, + %p,' + '/,%e(h6 i" - hoa)iIi'Y(.l'ilAi + ___

2', = 2',' + %9:','

+....

,
(29)

9:"

_
1
, --W--F;,F",
1
,.
1
9:','= 8,.F;Ji'h,h,'-zh9:','-

The calculations that follow are similar to those in Sec,
2, Without stopping to dwell on them, we present immediately the amplitude AP for the photoproduction of a
graviton, an amplitude that can also be represented in
the form of three terms, each of which corresponds to a
definite type of diagram shown in Fig. 2:

(21)

Wi

AlP =

We proceed now to consider two-graviton annihilation
of an electron-positron pair. Using the invariant form
of the cross section (17) and the cross-invariance of the
amplitude AC (10), we can write down immediately a
formula for the differential annihilation cross section

1'2,. e%
[
(p,k) U (p,) (p,e')

1

~ ~]

~

+T8'q (p,e') eu (p,)

x'

do"=-128,.

(30a)

(22)

ds
x
(m't' (2m' - t)+(su-m')'[2(su-m')- t']l.
(8 - m')'(u- m')'(t - 4m')t'

Y2ne%

AlIP=

The kinematic invariants in this channel take on the
values
955
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- ~'(eB')(kg) ]U(Pt),

>-<

(30b)

Am" = -i2nexu (PI)
X

(3Oc)

i'(eB')u(pt),

where k i is the photon momentum, ei is its polarization
vector, and
and qi are the graviton polarization
tensor and momentum.

EiEk

1

The helicity amplitudes for the polarization vectors
(12) and (13) take the following form in the notation of

X

(14)6):
A+_" =

-1'4nex «su - m') I t)"'8+_ (k, g, Pt),

A++P =

-l'4nex «su -

(31)

III

m') / t)"'8++ (k, g, Pt),

and their moduli are
2ne Z x 2
(s-m')'(u-m')'

-,-~-:-:--:----,-m't(su-

IA:+I'=

FIG. 2. Photoproduction of a graviton on an electron: the wavy line
represents the photon, and the dashed line the graviton.

m') (2m' - t),

(32)

2nex
"
(su-m')' [2(su-m')-t'].
(s-·m')'(u-m')'
t

From this we get the differential scattering cross section for this process
e'x'dt su-m' [( m'
m')'
da P = - - --+2 t (s-m')'
s-m'
u'-m'

+(~+~)_~(~+u-m')].
s-m 2

u-m 2

u-m 2

4

(33)

We consider the limiting cases for formula (39). In
the nonrelativistic approximation, when p = mv « m, we
have
da' =

P

~

~

) + 2w' sin'

(34)

],

where J is the angle between k and q, and w is the photon enerfY' Formula (34) differs from Mironovskil's
result[2 . At low photon energies (w «m), Eq. (34)
takes the form
t ,ao
da P = Ge' ctg' -tt( cos' -tt + sin' -t)
2

2

(35)

2'

In [2J, the cross section for this case is equal to zero.

The reason is that no account has been taken of that part
of the amplitude (corresponding to diagram IT of Fig. 2),
which determines the behavior of the cross section in
the nonrelativistic region.
At photon energies that are large in comparison with
the electron mass, there are two limiting cases, when
the expression for the cross section becomes simple:
,
do
daP=Ge sin'(ttl2) ,

dap=!!!....~ ctg'(tt/2)
4

tt«ym,

(36)

w

do,

tt>

w sin' (ttl2)

y

m.
w

(37)

In the t-channel, i.e., for the process of graviton-photon
annihilation of an electron-positron pair, the s-channel
cross section (33) goes over into the expression
e2x 2 ds sa - m'" [( m 2
m2)'
da'=------ - - - + - 2 t' t - 4m'
s - m'
u - m'

(38)

m')
1 (s -m'+!L- m' ) ]
+ ( - m'
-+- -- .
s-m 2
u-m 2
4
u-m2
s-m 2

m
8«-,
p

Ge'
da'=--(1 + cos' 8)do,
4

8>-.

Ge' P'
2 m'

- - --sin'

m

(41)
(42)

P

4. RECONSTRUCTION OF THE CONTACT
PART OF THE AMPLITUDE
The gauge invariance means that the amplitude is not
altered by the transformation
B,B ...... B,B. + B,g. + B.g. - for the graviton,
(43)
. e, ..... e, + k, - for the photon.
(44)
It can be verified by direct calculation that formulas (1)
and (30) are invariant relative to the transformations
(43) and (44). For more complicated reactions, however
(e.g., with participation of hadrons), we can no longer
obtain an expression for the contact diagrams in all
cases. In such cases it becomes necessary to reconstruct the contact part of the amplitude from the pole
part, using gauge invarianceo This question was considered in[6 J , and also in[5J.

In the present section we develop the technique necessary for an unambiguous reconstruction of contact diagrams, accurate to terms linear in the graviton momentum, and apply it to processes considered in Secs. 2 and
3. The agreement between the formulas obtained in this
manner for the contact part, on the one hand, with formulas (lOc) and (30c) calculated in the Lagrangian formalism, on the other, proves the gauge invariance of the
amplitudes, and demonstrates the effectiveness of the
method of reconstruction in the given approximation.

We start the reconstruction of the contact diagram
from pole diagrams with the simplest case-the photoproduction of a graviton. We express the amplitude of
this process in the form

Finally, in the c.m.s. (of the t channel)
_ Ge' P
sin' 8 do
[,+
. '8)
dcf'---B
P'(1+ sm
4 B m' + P' sin' 8

8 do,

da" =

In the laboratory system we have

+ 2mw (cos' : + sin'

(40)

sin' 8 do .

In the relativistic approximation (p »m)

s-m 2

cos' (ttI2) do
[(
tt
tt
. tt)
da =Ge'
-m' ctg'-cos'--+sm'm' [1+w(1-cosll)lm]3
2
2
2

Ge'

-$- v

A P = A!,ikeme/e,lt·.

2,' sin' 8 ]
'm'-+'p'sin'8 ' (39)

E

The contribution to the divergence of the amplitude from
the pole diagrams is then

where e is the angle between p_ and k, p = Ip-/, and is
the photon energy. This formula does not agree with the
formula obtained in[3] for the cross section of a similar
procep"l.

It is easy to obtain from this the contact part, since each
term in (45) contains qi raised to the first power:
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=

l'2n exu(p,) [-g,~ + t/,(eq}'f(,) + t/,qe,]u(Pt).

(45)
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,5. LOW·ENERGY THEOREMS

Aiont= -1'2n exu(p,)~· (ee') u(p,),

which coincides with (30e), obtained by the Gupta
scheme. We note that (~ ik)contem is automatically
symmetrical. As shown b; Zakharov and Kobzarev [6 J ,
this is ensured by the momentum conservation law in
scattering. It can also be shown that ~ ikE;Ek is
transverse in the photon momentum.
'
We proceed to consider the scattering of a graviton by
an electron. We introduce the definition
For the divergence of the pole part of the amplitude,
corresponding to diagrams I and II of Fig. 2, we obtain
the' expression
g,.(A",') pol' = '/,x'u(p,) ['/2g2;e, (e" p, + P2)
-'/2(e,p,) ('(og, + Q2'(0)i, - (p, + P2):e,(e,g2)
- e,,~, (p, + P2, g2) - e,:Q2(e,p,) - '(0 (e,p,) (e,g,)
+ e"g2(e,g,) + '/2(e,g2);;,g~,'(,,>lu(p,);

We assume now that the divergence of the amplitude
acquires from the pole diagrams terms of the following
(third) order in qi:
Similar expressions can appear also in the divergences
of pole diagrams if (Amn)pole (1) depends in a complicated manner on qi (for example, a graviton is emitted
following hadron scatteriJ.1g), and we expand the amplitude in a series in qi' In this case the corresponding
contact part is no longer uniquely determined by its
divergence and by the symmetry condition. We can write
down several different formulas that satisfy these requirements, for example
Kli/I. = -t/2qlqm (K ih1m + Khilm - K/ikm - K 1him + K k1im + K i1hm )
I

(46)

K".

=

-'/,q,qm (K;>Im

+ K'ilm -

K mil• - K m," + K. mli + K imlh ).

Subtracting one from the other, we have

The reconstruction of the contact part of the amplitude
from the divergence (46) is not trivial. We need a certain statement, which we now proceed to prove.

(the square brackets denote antisymmetrization with
respect to the indices). The amplitude corresponding to
this expression can be rewritten in the form

Let the contribution to the divergence from the pole
diagrams be of the form
(47)

then the corresponding contact part is determined from
the formula
Ki• = -'/2g,(K""

+ K.il -K'ik -K",,+ K. + K
1i

iI. ) .

(48)

In fact, Kik is symmetrical and has the correct divergence. In addition, (48) takes automatically into account
the fact that qk and qz are on a par in expression (47):

(50)
where R ikZm is the Riemann tensor, calculated with accuracy O(q2). It is clear from the construction that (50)
is gauge-invariant regardless of the form of the tensor
Kiklm [6J. The same result can be obtained also from
other considerations. We stipulate that the expression
KikEi Ek be automatically gauge-invariant. The simplest
form of the tensor Kik' satisfying this condition, is
where Kikmn is arbitrary. Then

K;> = '/,(Kli• + K/Ai)gl- '/2 (K,., + Ki",)g, - '/2 (K.il + K. II )gl.

We shall prove the uniqueness of formula (48). Let Kik
and Kik be two different contact terms. Then their difference is symmetrical and transverse:
Xi. - K;> = Ti>,

T;>q. =

o.

Riklm(g) =-'/,FiA(g)F,m(g) +O(g2),

i.e., the final result coincides with (50).

It follows from (47) that

where TZ ik is a certain linear combination of Kikl' having the following properties:
The series of equations given below proves that these
properties of TZ,ik are contradictory:

We have found that the uncertainty arising when the
contact term is reconstructed from the divergence of the
pole diagrams takes the form KiklmRiklm' where Kiklm
is arbitrary. The presence of another graviton or a photon in the reaction enables us to refine the form of the
tensor Kiklm (50). Let us discuss first the photoproduction of a graviton. The requirement of transversality
with respect to the photon momentum leads to the following form of the residual term (50):
Fab(k)Riklm (g)K. b , "<1m,
F.m (k)R""m (g)Ka. "",

i.e., TZ,ik = 0, which proves the uniqueness of (48).
Application of (48) yields
e"q, (e,g2)
(e,g,fe,q2,(i)

-+

-+

- B,g2 (e",(.)

+ e",(i»'

(49)

The final expression for the contact part of the amplitude coincides with formula (Wc) for the non-pole diagram obtained in Sec. 2. This means that A~ is transverse in the momentum of the outgoing gravifion. From
the obvious equality
A~n,,, (g" g2) = A:•. mn (- g2, - g,)

We have thus obtained that the nonsingular residual term,
which is automatically transverse in the momenta of the
graviton qi and of the photon ki' is quadratic in qi and is
linear in k-. This means that the Born approximation
(30a)-(3Oc) describes the photoproduction of the graviton with accuracy O(q2)O(k).
For the gravitational Compton effect, the residual
term (50) is equal to one of the following expressions:
R""m (q,)R.hlm (g2)K,
R"'m(g,)R""n(g2)Km. no

and from the preceding result follows the transversality
of A<inin ikE2iE2k with respect to the momentum of the
incoming graviton.
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SOY.

(52)

Fab (k)R' biA (g) K",.

-e"e",z"

8, (gz;e,. + q",e,,)

(51)
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Repeating next Jackiw's arguments [5J , which are based
on the assumption of cross-symmetry of the residual
term in the momentum conservation law, we find that for
'the scattering of a graviton by an electron, Eq. (53) is of
the order of qt. It follows therefore that the Born approximation (10) describes with accuracy O(qt) the scattering of a graviton by an electron. A similar statement
was derived in[13J with the aid of dispersion methods.
The classical cross section for the scattering of a graviton by an electron (19) corresponds to the part of the
amplitude that does not depend on the graviton energy.
We can formally make the arbitrary functions K in
(52) and (53) singular (singularity of type l/(kq) or ..•
1/(qlq2)), i.e., we introduce the uncertainty (52) or (53),
where K ••• is already nonsingular into the vertex of the
emission of the a graviton by particles with spin
s 2: 1 [6J. However, the accuracy of our predictions concerning the Born approximation is then lowered, to O(q)
for photoproduction and to O(q~) for the Compton effect.
The author is grateful to I. Yu. Kobzarev for useful
discussions and interest in the work, and to Y. I.
Zakharov for disc ussions.
was assumed, following [') , thaty' _g ~k = ,sik - Kyik, unlike (2),
where the deviation of the metric tensor from a flat one is considered.
2) The notation used here coincides, in the main, with the notation of [7) ,
where the scattering of a graviton by a scalar particle was calculated,
3)We assume thaty'? = 1x I.

1) It

4)Here ,sJ.tv is the Feynman symbols, and
therefore (€, , €,)

= (€2 , €2) = I; (€, , €2) = O.

calculate the helicity amplitudes for the scattering of a graviton
by a scalar particle with polarization vectors (12) and (13), then we
obtain the following relation with the results of [7).

is interesting that the helicity amplitudes of photon-electron elastic
scattering are also expressed in' terms of the functions (14):

6) It

A+_e y = 4n:e 2S+_{kt, k21 PI),

A++c y = 4ne 2S++(kli k21 Pi),

where kli (k 2i) is the momentum of the initial (final) photon.
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